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How do you correlate your research between family history sites?  You 

can become an expert researcher and quickly document your family’s 

history online with six simple tips for working with multiple family history 

websites.  Learn how to stay focused and in control of your family history 

searches.  Distinguish the difference between navigating your cousin’s 

conclusion trees and actual sources about your family history.  Discover 

how to use tabs, and timelines to systematically place your results on 

solid, well analyzed research.  And understand how to record the results 

so that you don’t get tripped up as you move along your family tree. 

Here are six practices the pros use to be able to correlate research as they move through the internet, the 

archives and the conclusions they come to.  No matter what your skill level is, these six steps will keep 

you moving and dancing around brick walls in your family history research.   

1 Know what you are really looking at online.   Distinguish between the quality conclusions of 

others and original documents about your ancestors’ lives. 

http://youtu.be/zHWeQbCznb0 

a. You can tell about the quality of the conclusions others have posted online by the references 

they cite.  Ultimately the reliability of any historical fact lies in the sources that have been 

used to establish that fact and the way they’ve been interpreted.   Ultimately the reliability of 

any common tree internet database lies in the sources that have been used to establish that 

database.  Good researchers dig down deep into the sources to come to the original 

documents about a person’s life.  Anything you find without good source citations AND good 

analysis notes should be treated as a hint towards more research. 

 

2 Create a personal conclusion tree and know how to sync it and what you can attach to it from 

websites across the net. 

a. Online:  Family Search offers a community tree similar to Wikipedia where everyone 

contributes to the same information.  My Heritage, Ancestry.com and other family history 

sites offer personal conclusion trees where you can invite others to participate.  Online trees 

offer sharing and finding other people to collaborate with,  backup and cloud storage and 

research hints about connected sources 

b. Offline:  Offline software solutions offer clear copyright application, more features and reports, 

no privacy issues for living people, and usually more speed.  Syncing with online trees can be 

done with some softwares 

FamilySearch Ancestry My Heritage Other Websites 

RootsMagic 
Legacy 
Ancestral Quest 

Family Tree Maker Family Tree Builder Other Softwares 

c. Choose one place to start a tree and look for information on the other websites.   
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3 Know the best search strategies and where to go if you aren’t finding what you need. 

a. Know where you are going.  Make sure you have a clear research objective.   Plan out what 

sources might have the information you are looking for. 

b. Look by collection.  Don’t be afraid of what isn’t indexed.   

c. Use social networking and ask your living family members what they know. 

d. Use different spellings, wide date ranges, maiden and married names etc.  Cast a wide net 

and then bring it in tighter.  Keep track of your search strategies to avoid duplication and not 

have to reinvent the wheel. 

e. Search for siblings and friends. 

f. Google relationships..  people & places, people & people, etc.   

g. Don’t be afraid to wander. 

 

4 Use tabs, windows and multiple screens to quickly work between sites. 

a. Right click>Open Link in New Tab is the genealogist’s best friend. 

b. If you can use more than one computer screen, put your conclusion tree on one side and 

your searching on the other. 

c. Snap software to one side or the other to quickly go to ½ screen size. 

 

5 Use timelines to construct a bird’s eye view of your ancestor’s life and keep track of 

everything you find. 

a. An Excell screen format is an excellent way to line up what you know and where the holes 

are.  Use paper and pen or machine to line up what you know. 

Conclusions Source Details Informant/ 
Derivative of 

Information 
(Primary to 
Secondary) 

Evidence 
Direct/ 
Indirect/Negative 

Conclusion 1 Source 1     

 Source 2     

 Source 3     

Conclusion 2 Source 1     

 

b. RootsMagic has similar screens and other softwares and websites can be used in this format 

as well.   

 

6 Record what you find with complete notations and analysis so that you don’t create any 

unnecessary brick walls.  

a. Documentation is critical to avoiding future brick walls.  Images are important but 

transcriptions can also be very valuable to help you process the material and make sure you 

get everything you can from the source.   

b. Leave a trail of breadcrumbs so that future researchers will be able to value and build on your 

work.   It doesn’t have to be perfect but just needs to be traceable.  

c. Don’t forget the all important ANALYSIS in the notes section of your source citations.  As you 

go through the sources you will notice things that you will forget later.  Also make good notes 

of what you know from your family interactions.  Make sure you record those observations for 

yourself and future researchers.   

Good luck.  Have fun with the thrill of the hunt and fitting all those puzzle pieces together.  I’d love to hear about any 

successes you have.   

“One arises from the study of genealogy with a clearer and more charitable conception of the whole brotherhood of 

man.” –My Great Grandfather, Joseph Hatten Carpenter  


